AIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
COLLECTIVE

WINTER MANAGEMENT PLAN
GENERAL METRICS
1. Describe the stock you will you
run on crop this winter?

(could have farm map of crop paddocks and mark on there)
200 R2 heifers May-July
50 Hoggets May-August
300 MA cows (late calvers) June-late August
Heifers return home first week July ready for calving.

2. Where do your cows and/or
replacement stock go off-farm for
winter?

3. Who supports your on-farm
practices for cultivation, sowing,
fertiliser, spraying, fencing,
stockwater supply?

Cows move in herds of 150-200 on dry-off to grazing block at 554 Bob Dillon Ridge.
All cows at grazing by first week June.
Typical that 5-10 sick or weak cows stay home.

Role
Agronomy advice
Soil Testing
Fertiliser
Company
Stockwater
Supplies and
Repairs
Fencing
Spraying
Fertiliser
Spreading
Cultivation
Seeding
Harvesting

Name

Contact

Phone

PADDOCK SELECTION
1. Outline how soil fertility is
considered and managed when
selecting paddocks for cultivation
– crop or regrassing

Review of pH and timing of paddock selection to lime paddocks well in advance.
Paddocks identified for crop are separately soil tested so a better understanding and
plan for corrective action is taken.
Micro soil testing done, as part of this process.

2. What considerations to you
make around paddock and pasture
performance for cultivation – crop
or regrassing

Drainage, topography, wet patches or depression areas. Irrigation effectiveness.
Historic growth data recorded and reviewed in Land and Feed annually.
Weed prevalence
Damage to existing paddocks
Issues that are challenging to overcome without full cultivation in sub surface are
flipped. Preference is to undertake minimum tillage for crops or direct drill for grass.

3. What considerations do you
have around pest and weed
incursions when looking to crop
and re-grass?

Heavy weed and pest presence results in crop - annual - autumn spray-out, then
permanent pasture.
Potential to do 2 crop cycles of the same paddock if prevalent.

PADDOCK PREPARATION
4. What crops are grown on-farm
this season (hectares, location,
paddock, crop, timing and
predicted DM tonnage)
(Refer to farm map if desired)

5. What re-grassing are you looking
at doing this season? (paddock,
timing, cultivation method,
cultivar/sword mix)

6. What is your typical cropping
strategy on-farm this season? Use
a farm map to outline this.

Crop Type

Pdk

Hectares

Sowing Date

DM Potential

Kale

7

9.5

11 November

10T

Kale

12

4.7

26 October

8T

Fodder beet

27

10.2

25 October

28T

Pdk

Ha

Grass

Variety

7

9.5

Permanent

AR37/plantain/clov
er

12

4.7

Annual

27

10.2

Permanent

Sowing Date Cultivation

(refer to farm map if desired)
Crop-Crop-Grass
Crop-Oats-Grass
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Pre-Grazing Management (post sowing)
1. What fertiliser plan do you have
for the crop?

2. Describe what transition
practice(s) are followed for stock
and associated timeframes:

Fertiliser plan is developed through deep soil test results with fertiliser company.
Proposal is to spread xkg/N at sowing and then another application in December.
Agronomy advice is provided on a regular basis (monthly) by the seed company. Post
sowing visits may be more regular.

Stock are transitioned to Fodder beet on the platform. Start with lifting and feeding in
the paddock to ensure all cows are getting access to sufficient crop. Typically, this is
1kg/day and do this for a week, increase slowly for 2 weeks. After 2 weeks start to
strip graze. Monitor uptake and cow access to increase to 3-4kg before dry off.
Monitor change in beet variety if applicable at wintering block.
Make sure paddocks have sufficient water and rotation length is at 30 days.

Grazing Management
1. Describe how you graze the crop
and set up your paddock (outline
the use of gateways, troughs,
shelter, break sizes, feeding faces,
fence set up.
2. What are your grazing and
feeding checks, this might
include things such as water and
fence checks, ensuring pugging,
compaction, ponding and stock
crossings are all compliant?

3. What practices do you
undertake in marginal and wet
weather to limit soil damage,
pugging and animal health issues?
(back fencing, larger breaks, on/off
grazing, stand-off, supplement)
4. Describe how you manage
supplementary feeding on-farm
over the winter period?

(refer to farm map if desired)

Daily Checks are:
Fence tested and need to be minimum of 4.0 volts going through the break.
Check for shorts.
Check there is sufficient pig tails along break.
Back fence all breaks as you move up the paddock.
Any wet patches in the paddock are fenced off and monitored daily. If extensive
area then use portable fence unit for protection.
Hold cattle back to let them over all at once.
All perimeter fences are sound and no ability for nose-nose contact with cows in
other paddocks. If needed install an exclusion fence.
All troughs have water
Portable trough has the cut-out tyre over fitting to prevent stock causing leak
Refer
to Soil
Emergency Response documentation.
Check
linesSOP
for and
leaks.
All gateways are shut.
Licks and supplement are moved daily or as needed
Bale feeders are moved every 3 days. Minimum of x bale feeders per x cows.
Pugging depth is monitored each day, using line on the gumboot or score card.
Stock crossings are contained and no run-off.
Critical source areas are monitored daily for any run-off out of the paddock.
The next days breaks are set up.
Weather forecast monitored and daily end of grazing discussion with team.
Silage is feed out along fencelines.
Adjoining the crop paddocks is a pasture area where cows can stand and lie on dry
grass. Silage is feed out here. There are also x bale feeders within the crop paddock.
When filling the wagon consider driving at low ratio, low speed and not scrap too
low on the ground to bring up compacted base of silage area. Also use different
vehicle tracks and access points where appropriate.
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Post Grazing Management
1. What is your cultivation
programme to meet 1st October
timeframes?

2. What catch crops are you
utilising?

3. Do you spray crop residue before
cultivation?

4. How do you manage known soil
damage, if applicable?

5. Who is responsible for the post
grazing management eg farm
owner, grazier?

6. What expectations are there
around exiting the site – rubbish,
dead stock?

Paddocks are grazed with consideration of water access and trough locations, but
weather and soil conditions need close monitoring.
Soil temperature is very important at ensuring adequate strike. If soil conditions are
too wet, then damage can occur to the structure.
In September a light cultivation is undertaken and paddocks re-sown. If achievable
the grazed part of the crop/paddock is sown into Oats and the remainder into pasture,
due to timing.

Oats and/or Annual ryegrass

No if a full cultivation occurs. However if there was a heavy weed burdon identified
in the paddock prior to crop then this may be undertaken to ensure the best chance of
getting a good permanent pasture establishment. External advise is always considered
post winter grazing.

A full or heavier cultivation is generally undertaken when sub-surface and soil
structure may be limited from compaction or pugging. If needed ripping will be
undertaken in the wet area/depressions to aerate the soil.

This is outlined in the grazing agreement and if returning to the block year-year a
discussion may be had around the feed needed for the forthcoming year and review
the winter practice. Consider what went well, what changes could be made, is there
any new infrastructure or capital investment needed, what feedback should be given
to farm owner, farm team, stock owner, advisory partners.

Outlined in the grazing agreement.
Stock owner is to remove all plastic waste, string. Report and repair fencing damage.
Any cow deaths can be disposed of on-farm using the pit or burying.
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PLANNING
1. H&S considerations are
documented for the wintering
block and practices?

2. There is a biosecurity plan for
the wintering block or external
animals coming onto the farm?

3. There is a documented plan
around animal health practices
– down cow, metabolic, slips,
abortions, considerations around
transportation, calving dates and
feeding levels?

Hazard Map is worked through with the team.
Emergency procedures are documented and necessary equipment first aid kit, sign
in (if written) is set up on entry.
All hazards, near misses and incidents are reported in a timely manner and discussed
at weekly catch up.
External parties (such as contractors) have notification of the on-farm procedures for
the grazing block.

Refer to the Biosecurity Intent for some guidance.
Recommendation to work through this with the landowner and other grazing parties
before stock arrive on-farm.
Utilise the Beef and Lamb and DairyNZ biosecurity WOFs as a template checklist.

Please refer to your vet treatment protocols and advice charts. Do not use animal
health remedies not prescribed to the farm and ensure they are stored appropriately,
especially if carried to the grazing block. Where necessary always consult your
veterinarian.

4. Have you got a documented wet
weather, adverse events plan and
discussed this as a team?

The Emergency Response document is discussed with the team before stock
transition to the winter block. This is worked through with the team in July for the
home farm.

5. Have you undertaken and shared
these plans with the team?

On the personnel file and competency checklists.

Have you noted down the
training with the team you have
undertaken?

Click on the SUBMIT FORM below to send a copy of your form to Lucy Johnson, Environmental Manager.
Or if you would like to supply additional content or send manually, please click on this email link... lucy@amuriirrigation.co.nz.

SUBMIT FORM
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